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A B S T R A C T   

This paper reviews commonly used parameters and prediction models for assessing the permeability of granular 
soils. Following a review of published models for prediction of soil permeability, a dimensional homogenous 
transformation model for a-priori estimation of soil permeability was calibrated using a large database (CG/ 
KSAT/7/1278) comprising permeability data for a wide range of granular soils sourced from over 50 publica-
tions. The new transformation model requires knowledge of the void ratio and gradation of the material to make 
estimates of the soil permeability. The prediction accuracy of the calibrated model was then assessed alongside 
that of other empirical and semi-empirical models also calibrated using CG/KSAT/7/1278. The potential in-
fluences of void ratio, key gradation parameters and permeability test type on the prediction accuracy of the 
proposed model are also examined. The paper shows that while the fitted constants in the proposed trans-
formation model are affected to varying extents by the aforementioned parameters, it does offer reasonable 
predictions of permeability with only knowledge of the void ratio and material gradation required.   

Introduction 

Permeability is closely linked to many geotechnical phenomena 
[1,2]. Information on soil permeability is important for geotechnical 
design works [3,4], contaminant and waste management [5,6] and 
performance of energy geo-structures [7]. The intrinsic permeability (K) 
of granular soils can be obtained by laboratory (or field) testing. How-
ever, these tests are often time-consuming and complex to perform (e.g., 
as discussed in Chapuis [2]). The use of basic soil parameters to give a- 
priori estimates of K is commonplace, for example, the influence of 
gradation parameters on the K of granular soils has been widely studied 
[8–13]. Some of the commonly used prediction models for K (or the 
coefficient of permeability (k)) have also been reviewed by Mujtaba et al. 
[14]. 

Table 1 summarises some published empirical and semi-empirical 
approaches for prediction of K including some recently established 
transformation models which will be used in the analysis presented in 
this paper. This paper focuses on saturated soils as for unsaturated soils 
permeability may be related to the vapour flow e.g. [15]. 

Model development 

Many of the existing predictive models (see Table 1) are either 
developed based on or analogous to Kozeny-Carman’s equation (with 
the void ratio (e) function and square of the specific surface) or Hazen’s 
formula (with the square of the effective particle size). Notwithstanding 
the difference in their predictors and forms, both the Kozeny-Carman 
and Hazen equations can be anticipated from Poiseuille’s law 
[1,36–38] which describes the steady flow through a single straight 
circular pipe (Eq. (1)): 

vave =
γR2

8μ i (1)  

where vave is the average flow velocity in the pipe, R is the radius of the 
circular pipe (Length), μ is the dynamic viscosity, i is the hydraulic 
gradient and γ is the unit weight. 

Any granular soil mixture can be modelled as an analogous pipe 
network in solids and then further simplified to a set of pipe bundles. A 
simplified model for soil K can be obtained by replacing the radius R 
(Length) of a circular pipe with the equivalent hydraulic radius RH 
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(Length) which is often defined as the ratio of the cross-sectional area of 
the flow passage to the wetted perimeter [1,37,39–42]: 

K = f (s)f (n)RH
2 (2)  

where f(s) is the pore shape factor, and f(n) is the porosity factor that 
correlates the average velocity (vave) in the tube bundle (Eq.1) to the 
superficial velocity v of the soil structure. 

The pore shape factor f(s) was empirically assessed to be approxi-
mately 5 for uniform spheres by Carman [23], a range of values (3.4 to 
12.81) for different types of porous mediums are reported in subsequent 
publications (e.g., Mathavan & Viraraghavan [43] and Li & Gu [44]). 
The pore shape factor depends on both the shape of the grain particles 
and the tortuosity of the flow channel. 

Fair & Hatch [45] reported a series of shape factor values for 
different particle shapes, ranging from 6.0 to 7.7. The tortuosity of the 
flow channel quantifies the ratio of the length of the actual hydraulic 
flow path to the apparent flow length. An estimation of tortuosity could 
be made using void ratio (e) or porosity (n) [46–49]. 

The porosity factor is often taken as e
1+e (or n) [1,21,23,38,50]. Baver 

[51] suggests the infiltration rate of soil depends upon the content of 
large (non-capillary) pores permitting fluid percolation rather than the 

total volume of pores. Yokoyama & Takeuchi [52] indicate that a better 
prediction of K could be achieved with the ‘transport porosity’ but this is 
rarely reported. According to Yokoyama & Takeuchi [52] the transport 
porosity considers only pores that can transmit flow through the entire 
sample as opposed to ones that come to a dead end within the sample. 
The e of granular soil is generally less than 1 [36,38,53]. The perme-
ability may be related to the pore-size distribution rather than the macro 
soil parameters of e and n [54]. The water film that can form around the 
soil particles should be considered in the estimation of the permeability 
of unsaturated soils [55]. 

As both the pore shape function f(s) and the porosity function f(n) 
depend to some extent on the e parameter, Eq. (2) may be further 
simplified to: 

K = aRH
2eb (3)  

where the coefficient a and the exponent b remain undefined and require 
calibration using assembled databases. 

The RH of the soil can be expressed as e
SA 

(e.g., Taylor [1] (p.109)) a 
similar form can also be found in Ren & Santamarina [56]), Eq. (3) 
therefore becomes: 

Nomenclature 

Latin symbols 
A the relative base entropy 
AS the area of cross section of soil (Length2) 
AV% the air void percentage in asphalt concrete mixture 
B the normalised entropy increment 
b an exponent 
c a constant 
C composite shape factor 
CH Hazen empirical coefficient (Length− 1.Time− 1) 
CK-C Kozeny–Carman coefficient 
CU the coefficient of uniformity 
CZ the coefficient of curvature 
D the larger sieve size (Length) 
d the smaller sieve size (Length) 
D0 the exact sieve size of which 0% of the soil could pass 

(Length) 
D10 effective particle size for which 10% of the soil is finer 

(Length) 
D50 effective particle size for which 50% of the soil is finer 

(Length) 
deq equivalent diameter 
Dmin minimal measurable particle size (Length) 
DS effective grain size 
e void ratio 
f(n) porosity factor 
f(s) pore shape factor 
g gravitational acceleration (Length.Time− 2) 
Gs specific gravity 
H apparent flow length (Length) 
i hydraulic gradient 
k coefficient of permeability (Length.Time− 1) = K(γ/μ) 
K intrinsic permeability (Length2) 
k20◦C coefficient of permeability at 20 ◦C (Length.Time− 1) 
kref the reference coefficient of permeability value (Length. 

Time− 1) 
ksat saturated coefficient of permeability (Length.Time− 1) 
L length of the hydraulic flow path (Length) 
PNoD percentage by weight of particles retained on the larger 

sieve 
PNod percentage by weight of particles retained on the smaller 

sieve 
Q flow rate (Length3.Time− 1) 
R radius of the circular pipe (Length) 
RH hydraulic radius (Length) 
S the grading entropy 
S0 the base entropy 
SA specific surface area per unit volume of particles 

(Length− 1) 
Sr degree of saturation (%) 
SS specific surface area per unit mass of particles (Length2. 

Mass− 1) 
t temperature (◦C) 
v superficial velocity (Length.Time− 1) 
vave average flow velocity in the pipe (Length.Time− 1) 
w/wL water content ratio 
w water content 
wL liquid limit 
x an exponent 

Greek symbols 
ΔS the entropy increment 
α a coefficient 
β an exponent 
γ permeant unit weight (Mass. Length.Time− 2) 
μ dynamic viscosity of the permeant (Mass.Time− 1. 

Length− 1) 
ρ density of the permeant (Mass.Length− 3) 

Statistical terms 
n number of data points 
p p- value. The p-value represents the smallest level of 

statistical significance that would lead to rejection of the 
null hypothesis (see [117]). The p-value quoted in this 
paper was calculated using Matlab® 

R2 coefficient of determination 
RD relative deviation = (100

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
(1 − R2)

√
) (see Waters & 

Vardanega [123] for full definition) 
SE the standard error  
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K = α eβ

SA
2 (4)  

where, β = b + 2 and SA is the specific surface area per unit volume of 
particles (Length− 1) [24], which may be calculated from the particle size 
distribution [24,37,57]. 

Chapuis & Légaré [58] proposed a simple method to compute the 
specific surface area per unit mass of particles (SS) (Length2. Mass− 1): 

SS = (
6
ρS
)
∑

(
PNoD − PNod

d

)

(5)  

where ρs is the density of soil particles, d is the smaller sieve size, PNoD- 
PNod is the percentage by weight of particles between the larger sieve 
size D and smaller sieve size d, for particles smaller than the smallest 
physical sieve size, an equivalent diameter deq is needed for use in Eq. 
(5), given by (following Chapuis & Légaré [58]): 

deq =

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅

Dmin
2

3

√

(6)  

where Dmin is the minimal measurable particle size. The specific surface 
area per volume (SA) of the soil particles in this research is calculated as 
follows: 

SA = 6
∑

(
PNoD − PNod

d

)

(7)  

with a similar derivation as Eq. (5) and with use of deq as required. 
Ren & Santamarina [56] investigated the trend between k and e for 

wide range of sediments and provided: 

k
cm/s

= 10− 5
(

Ss

m2/g

)− 2

ex (8)  

where SS is the specific surface area per unit mass of particles (Length2. 
Mass− 1), the exponent x is obtained from a fitted power relation be-
tween k and e data available for each specific soil type and falls generally 
between 2 and 6. SS of coarse grained soil can be estimated from the 
knowledge of particle size distribution and specific gravity (GS) [56,58]. 

Study scope & aims 

For this study, a granular soil database (CG/KSAT/7/1278, naming 
convention follows Phoon et al. [59]) of K test data and other infiltration 
related parameters was compiled. The hydraulic radius-based K pre-
diction model (Eq.4) was calibrated and examined using this database. 
Eq. (4) is similar to the model from Ren & Santamarina [56] however in 
this work only a single exponent was used to characterise a wide range of 
soils rather than a range of exponents for each individual soil or test 
series. Ren & Santamarina [56] calibrated their model for a wider range 
of soil types with the vast majority being classified as ‘clayey soils’. Feng 
& Vardanega [26,27] showed, using FG/KSAT-1358, the water content 
ratio (w/wL) is an alternative predictor for the saturated coefficient of 
permeability. Therefore either the RH or the w/wL are valid predictors for 
saturated coefficient of permeability of fine-grained soil [26,27,56]. 
This paper focuses on developing a transformation model for a-priori 
estimation of the permeability of coarse-grained soils. 

This paper aims to test the validity of a modified version of Ren & 
Santamarina’s model [56] with a larger database of tests on granular 
soils and hypothesises that a single exponent can be fitted to the void 
ratio term which will result in a suitable transformation model for a- 
priori predictions of permeability of coarse-grained soils. The influence 
of the pore shape function f(s) is not captured by this simplified model. 

Table 1 
Summary of empirical and semi-empirical prediction models.  

Source Formulation Parameters Applicability 

Hazen [16–18] k = (0.7+ 0.3t)CHD10
2 t is the temperature (◦C) 

CH is the Hazen empirical coefficient (Length− 1. Temperature− 1) at a water 
temperature of 10 ◦C, generally falls between 400 and 1200 as suggested 
by Hazen [18] 
D10 is the sieve aperture size allows ten percent of the mixture to pass 
(Length) 

CU < 5 
0.1 mm < D10 < 3 mm (CU = the 
coefficient of uniformity) 

Shepherd [19] k = cD10
x c is a constant. 

x ranges from 1.11 to 2.05, mostly between 1.65 and 1.85.  
Taylor [1] 

k = C
(

γ
μ

)(
DS

2e3

1 + e

) γ is the unit weight of the permeant (Mass.Length− 2. Temperature− 2) 
μ is the dynamic viscosity of the permeant (Mass.Length− 1. 
Temperature− 1) 
C is the composite shape factor 
DS is the effective grain size  

Chapuis [20]  
ksat(

cm
s
) = 2.4622(

D10(mm)
2e3

1 + e
)
0.7825 D10 is the sieve aperture size allows ten percent of the mixture to pass 

(Length) 
e is the void ratio. 

Natural soil, 
0.003 mm ≤ D10 ≤ 3 mm; 
0.3 ≤ e ≤ 1 

Kozeny [21], 
Carman [22,23] 
(form shown 
follows Carrier  
[24]) 

k =

(
γ
μ

)(
1

CK− C

)(
1

SA
2

)(
e3

1 + e

) CK-C is the Kozeny–Carman coefficient, taken to be 5 for uniform spheres by 
Carman [23] 
(published CK-C values can vary from 3.4 to 12.81 for different materials  
[25]) 
SA = specific surface area per unit volume of particles (Length− 1); 

Non-clayey soil 

Feng & Vardanega  
[26,27] 

ksat(
m
s
) = 1.91× 10− 9(

w
wL

)
4.083 w/wL is the water content ratio 

wL is a substitute for the specific surface by mass (SS) for fine-grained soil 
(following the work presented in e.g., Farrar & Coleman [28], Muhunthan  
[29] and Sridharan et al. [30]). 

Calibrated using fine-grained soil 
database 

Feng et al. [31] k20◦ C

(mm
s

)
= 145.47A8.90B− 2.30 A is the relative base entropy. 

B is the normalised entropy increment. 
A and B can be calculated following the method described in Feng et al.  
[31], see Lőrincz [32] and Singh [33] for further details on the grading 
entropy theory. 

A coarse-grained soil 

Feng et al. [34] k20◦ C

(mm
s

)
= 671.83A5.59B− 1.30e4.58  A coarse-grained soil 

Feng et al. [35] k
kref

= AV(%)
4.70S10.52  kref = 1.16 × 10− 16 mm/s 

AV% is the air void percentage in asphalt concrete mixture 
S is the grading entropy 

Calibrated using an asphalt concrete 
permeability database  
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The aim of this work is to produce a calibrated transformation model 
that requires only knowledge of void ratio and material gradation and 
therefore the number of model parameters is minimised. The use of SA as 
a predictor instead of SS (as used in Ren & Santamarina [56]) also re-
duces the impact of unreported GS on the developed model and keeps the 
model dimensionally consistent. The CG/KSAT/7/1278 database is also 
used to determine if Eq. (4) is statistically the best function for a-priori 
predictions of K. The effect of the soil fabric and the saturation level are 
out of scope for the present paper. This paper aims to study the K-related 
macroscopic characteristics and their effects upon the saturated K by 
using a compiled granular soil database (CG/KSAT/7/1278) (for further 
details on the database development and analysis see the recent doctoral 
thesis of Feng [60]). 

DATABASE: CG/KSAT/7/1278 

CG/KSAT/7/1278 consists of more than 1200 saturated K test data 
points on granular soils sourced from more than 50 publications. The 
database is expanded from an early version of the database which has 
only 164 datapoints (n)1 (n = 164) and is presented in Feng et al. [61]. 
Information of the database includes the test method and test conditions. 
Some basic statistical measures of the studied parameters are summar-
ised by the data sources in Table 2 together with their range of variation. 
Sources G2, G11, G25 and G29 (see Table 2) were also included in the 
database presented in Ren & Santamarina [56]. Both the saturation level 
and the hydraulic anisotropy are beyond the scope of this study, 
therefore, only saturated K data with water as permeant, measured 
vertically on granular soil with more than 50% of its grain particles 
larger than 0.75 mm were included in this database. Corey [114] re-
ported that different level of saturation may lead to a range of K test 
result, for undisturbed sandy soil, the measured K ranges from 10% 
(Sr = 70%) to 75% (Sr = 96%) of its fully saturated K value. 

The saturation process has been detailed or can be inferred based on 
the quoted test standard in most data sources. For cases without the 
saturation condition stated, given that the conventional K test methods 
usually include saturation process, it was assumed the k test was con-
ducted under fully saturated conditions. All the k values were converted 
and presented as intrinsic K values based on the test temperature re-
ported. 20 ◦C is assumed to be the default test temperature for the data 
sources where it is not quoted (n = 200). The quoted values of GS in the 
database vary from 2.32 to 3.71. The average value of 2.69 (n = 516) 
was used for data entries without a reported value of Gs. (For the 
preferred transformation model adopted later in the paper Gs was not 
used directly in the calculation, however some of the database sources 
did state that the quoted e values were computed using an assumed Gs 
value (for instance G12 [73], G27 [88]).) The influence of including the 
datasets where Gs was not available, and where temperature was not 
directly stated is studied later in the paper. 

Methodology: Statistical analysis 

Model adequacy and outlier identification 

The fitted regression models rely on certain assumptions, including 
residual normality, homoscedasticity, and independence. Violation of 
the regression assumptions may lead to inaccurate inferences in 
modelling [113–117] thus, analysis should be conducted to examine the 
fitting assumptions before interpreting any result. Pearson’s correlation 
analysis is performed beforehand to assess the independence between 
predictors adopted in the fitted models. The normality of the residuals is 
assessed graphically by comparing the distribution of the residual 
against the expected normal distribution in quantile–quantile (Q-Q) 

plots. Normally distributed residuals tend to be linearly scattered in the 
Q-Q plot. The homoscedasticity is examined by checking the pattern of 
the residual versus predicted value plot. The residuals produced by the 
fitted model should be evenly distributed along the predicted (fitted) 
values in ideal situation, (see Montgomery et al. [117] p.303) for 
detailed demonstration on pattern checking). 

To evaluate the effect of the outliers on the fitted model, regression 
analysis is again performed on a database with the identified outliers 
(large residuals and high leverage points) from the fitted model 
removed. Any observed datapoint with a standardized residual falling 
out of the − 2 to 2 intervals [117] (p.303) or with a high leverage value 
which is more than 3 times of the mean leverage value (number of co-
efficients include intercept/ number of observations, Velleman & 
Welsch [118]) was defined as an outlier in this study. 

Observations that appear as an outlier in at least 8 out of 11 of the 
fitted regression models were classified as a ‘global outlier’, which might 
not be ‘typical’ of the rest of the data. Regression analysis and model 
adequacy evaluations were then performed on the clean database with 
all ‘global outliers’ removed from the raw database. The processes of the 
outlier identification and the model adequacy evaluation are illustrated 
in Fig. 1. The complete analysis results from the outlier identification 
and model adequacy evaluation for all the models examined are pre-
sented in the online supplementary material (Figures S1-S35). The 
procedure for identifying statistical outliers used in this paper was used 
in Feng [60] and a similar approach was also used in Feng et al. [35]. 

Analysis 

Regression analysis 

The calibrated equations of all the examined prediction models using 
the database CG/KSAT/7/1278 are shown in Table 3. The initial 
regression analysis shows that the calibrated ‘hydraulic radius’ model 
(based on Eq.4 with a variable exponent on SA) gives the most per-
centage of points falls within 0.1 to 10 times range (84.59%) with 
relatively evenly distributed predictions (56.34% overpredicted, 
43.66% underpredicted), while the calibrated ‘Taylor’ equation yields 
the highest coefficient of determination (R2) of 0.80. The predictions 
based on the calibrated ‘Kozeny-Carman’ equation are significantly 
skewed (see Figure S5 in the supplemental data), this is possibly due to 
some points with high leverage. 

The model adequacy analysis includes the quantile–quantile plot for 
residual normality checking for the calibrated prediction models and the 
residual versus fitted value plot for homoscedasticity examination are 
summarised in online supplementary material (see Figures S1 to S11). 
The quantile–quantile plots show that the residuals from the calibrated 
linear-correlating models including the ‘Hazen’, ‘Taylor’ and ‘Kozeny- 
Carman’ appear less normally distributed compared to the other models 
being examined. The residual versus predicted value plots of the cali-
brated linear-correlating models (‘Hazen’, ‘Taylor’, ‘Kozeny-Carman’) 
all exhibit a ‘funnel’ pattern which represents anomalies and implies 
that a data transformation in the model may be required to eliminate the 
problem [117] (p.303). The outlier identification analysis showed 
notable changes in the regressed Kozeny-Carman coefficient after the 
elimination of the identified outliers (from 0.0008696 to 0.008085), 
while the variation in the regression coefficients and exponents of the 
other studied models is rather modest. After the elimination of the 
identified outliers, the prediction accuracy of the studied models is 
mostly enhanced with an increase in R2 and a decrease in SE (see 
Table 3), while for the calibrated ‘Taylor’ model and ‘Hazen’ model, a 
reduction in both R2 and SE are observed. 

Hydraulic radius model adjustment 

Examination of hydraulic radius fits in Table 3 shows the adjustment 
on the exponent of SA is close to 2 (i.e. 1.785 to 1.860). The fitted 

1 The number of datapoints in a sample set (or subset) is denoted as n in this 
paper. 
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Table 2 
Summary of the CG/KSAT/7/1278 database.  

Source 
ID 

Reference Materials n K (mm2) range k test method Permeant Test 
Temperature 

e D10 D50 GS CU CZ 

G01 Mavis & Wilsey  
[62] 

Iowa river sand 12 5.66 × 10− 5- 
3.75 × 10− 3 

CH 60◦F 0.497–0.73 0.224–1.81 0.386–2.97 2.63 1.73–5.54 0.903–1.24 

G02 Chu et al. [63] Iowa sand 14 5.06 × 10− 7- 
9.33 × 10− 5 

FH: rigid wall 
permeameter 

corrected to 
68◦F 

0.385–0.724 0.027–0.25 0.205–0.447 2.65–2.68 2–11.9 0.99–5.04 

G03 Dudgeon [64] Blue metal dolerite; Nepean 
sand; River gravel 

6 1.48 × 10− 4- 
1.23 × 10− 1 

CH – 0.631–0.912 0.248–10.8 0.561–14.7 – 1.44–3.21 0.908–1.63 

G04 Morris & Johnson  
[65] 

Water-laid gravel; water-laid 
sand 

7 8.56 × 10− 7- 
2.63 × 10− 3 

CH for high or 
medium K, variable 
head for low K 

60◦F 0.395–0.805 0.00172–5.45 0.0771–8.64 2.61–2.71 1.56–47.2 0.986–31.5 

G05 Bo [66](a) Granite 7 2.96 × 10− 4- 
4.69 × 10− 4 

CH corrected to K 0.584–0.646 0.828 1.16 – 1.49 0.892 

G06 Goetz [67] Ottawa sand; Concrete sand; 
Dune sand; 22A gravel 

19 9.36 × 10− 6- 
4.61 × 10− 4 

CH (ASTM D2434) 23 ◦C 0.245–0.772 0.129–0.609 0.228–2.33 2.6–2.66 1.2–31.2 0.764–1.26 

G07 Moulton & Seals  
[68] 

Crushed limestone; Sand 9 3.17 × 10− 6- 
2.59 × 10− 3 

CH – 0.401–0.835 0.0952–1.14 0.208–10.9 2.65–2.72 1.82–32.3 1.2–3.02 

G08 Shahabi et al.  
[69] 

Natural sand 34 4.34 × 10− 5- 
2.77 × 10− 4 

CH corrected to 
20 ◦C 

0.475–0.625 0.284–0.315 0.387–1.74 – 1.49–6.67 0.798–2.52 

G09 Highlands & 
Hoffman [70] 

Subbase material 3 4.41 × 10− 7- 
7.76 × 10− 3 

Fabricated FH, 
Standard constant 
permeameter 

– 0.299–0.587 0.174–6.67 8.75–15.3 2.61 2.54–65.9 1.17–3.76 

G10 Rockhold et al.  
[71] 

Natural sand 1 9.21 × 10− 6 Guelph permeameter 
(CH) 

– 0.639 0.225 0.616 – 3.16 1.06 

G11 Chapuis et al.  
[72] 

Sand 12 7.00 × 10− 6- 
3.00 × 10− 5 

CH (ASTM D2434- 
68) 

– 0.382–0.578 0.139 0.435 – 3.78 1.19 

G12 Yeh & Harvey  
[73] 

Sand 2 9.11 × 10− 5- 
1.13 × 10− 4 

Steady-state 
infiltration 
experiment 

– 0.754–0.832 0.284–0.475 0.415–0.735 – 1.62–1.66 0.951–1.01 

G13 Olanrewaju & 
Wong [74] 

Natural soil 2 4.01 × 10− 5- 
1.51 × 10− 4 

CH – 0.515–0.681 0.113–0.133 0.219–0.954 – 2.07–9.68 1.34–1.41 

G14 Tangpithakkul  
[75] 

Dense graded aggregate base 
material 

5 2.56 × 10− 6- 
1.36 × 10− 5 

CH (ASTM D2434) corrected to 
20 ◦C 

0.383–0.79 0.479 5.25 2.65 15.5 1.12 

G15 Heindel & Noyes  
[76]* 

Subbase material 8 1.59 × 10− 6- 
8.58 × 10− 4 

Vertical Lysimeter 
Testing, water head 
difference held 
constant 

– 0.0939–0.257 0.112–0.753 0.459–14.1 – 5.09–75.3 1.04–7.83 

G16 Hatanaka et al.  
[77] 

Undisturbed sand sample 12 1.50 × 10− 6- 
4.18 × 10− 5 

CH – 0.8–1.1 0.00208–0.215 0.138–0.611 2.63–2.78 1.74–162 0.99–13.4 

G17 Yin & Hachiya  
[78] 

Single-sized crushed stone; 
Sand; Mechanical stabilized 
crushed stone 

9 1.94 × 10− 6- 
3.36 × 10− 2 

CH – 0.233–0.565 0.144–11 0.288–14.9 2.45 1.42–36.5 0.89–1.63 

G18 Tanaka et al. [79] Toyoura sand; Lake Biwa 
sand 

2 3.10 × 10− 5- 
8.64 × 10− 5 

CH 15 ◦C 0.804–0.939 0.154–0.209 0.196–0.277 2.65–2.68 1.31–1.4 0.999–1.05 

G19 Hatanaka et al.  
[80](b) 

Sand 5 1.81 × 10− 5- 
5.06 × 10− 5 

CH 13 ◦C to 18 ◦C 0.22–0.88 0.203–3.14 0.639–7.59 – 2.85–17.8 0.453–3.53 

G20 Yang et al. [81] Gravelly sand; Medium sand; 
Fine sand 

3 2.05 × 10− 5- 
7.79 × 10− 3 

CH (ASTM D2434) – 0.538–0.699 0.157–2.72 0.308–4.83 2.6–2.65 1.9–4.3 0.905–0.99 

G21 Rankine [82](c) Hydraulic fills (sandy silts; 
silty sand and clay fraction) 

14 5.97 × 10− 8- 
1.53 × 10− 6 

CH, FH – 0.58–0.72 0.00917–0.0351 0.0798–0.359 2.79–3.71 6.93–14.7 0.317–2.05 

G22 Watabe & Saitoh  
[83](d) 

Nagoya clay and Niigata 
sand mixture 

15 5.84 × 10− 12- 
8.34 × 10− 10 

Oedometer test – 0.458–0.757 0.00702–0.00702 0.128–0.476 2.68 88.6 9.87 

G23 Indrawan et al.  
[84] 

Residual soil, Gravelly sand, 
medium sand mixture 

9 9.96 × 10− 9- 
8.22 × 10− 3 

CH (ASTM D2434) – 0.47–0.762 0.00466–2.87 0.375–4.66 2.59–2.66 1.96–401 0.873–33 

(continued on next page) 
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Table 2 (continued ) 

Source 
ID 

Reference Materials n K (mm2) range k test method Permeant Test 
Temperature 

e D10 D50 GS CU CZ 

G24 Zhou et al. [10] Sand and gravel mixture 9 6.14 × 10− 5- 
1.90 × 10− 3 

CH corrected to 
20 ◦C 

0.874–1.1 0.257–0.948 3.48–8.01 2.78 10.2–17.3 1.57–2.44 

G25 Bandini & 
Sathiskumar [85] 

Sand silts mixture 188 1.13 × 10− 8- 
2.33 × 10− 6 

Triaxial cell (ASTM 
D5084) 

corrected to 
20 ◦C 

0.337–0.669 0.0149–0.249 0.292–0.554 – 1.75–27.7 0.889–7.4 

G26 Khoury et al.  
[86], Ghabchi 
et al. [87] 

Anchor stone; Dolese 
aggregate; Martin Marietta 
aggregate 

62 3.61 × 10− 10- 
7.01 × 10− 4 

FH corrected to 
20 ◦C 

0.13–0.61 0.0599–7.57 1.9–24.1 2.68–2.7 2.09–77.5 0.428–6.22 

G27 Bouteldja et al.  
[88] 

Alluvial sand; Alluvial gravel 12 6.65 × 10− 5- 
2.87 × 10− 4 

Darcy permeameter 
(NF X30-441PR) 
(equivalent to ASTM 
D2434) 

– 0.53–0.68 0.195–0.722 0.885–2.27 – 3.15–7.41 0.787–1.33 

G28 Santillan & 
Campo [89]* 

Rockfill dam material 2 7.13 × 10− 7- 
4.11 × 10− 6 

Matsuo-Akai tests – 0.199–0.237 0.102–0.308 5.8–9.96 2.61–2.76 59.4–108 0.81–1.39 

G29 Indraratna et al.  
[90] 

River sand 6 6.23 × 10− 5- 
1.40 × 10− 4 

CH (ASTM D2434) – 0.605–0.713 0.3 0.416–0.957 2.6–2.61 1.51–4.03 0.774–0.942 

G30 Ören & Özdamar  
[5](e) 

Natural zeolites 21 1.13 × 10− 10- 
8.60 × 10− 6 

Rigid wall 
permeameter (ASTM 
D5856) (FH & CH) 

– 0.966–1.47 0.255–0.385 0.159–1.09 – 1.98–4.61 1.23–2.91 

G31 Dolzyk & 
Chmielewska  
[91] 

Natural soil; subbase soil 24 1.07 × 10− 6- 
1.20 × 10− 4 

CH corrected to 
10 ◦C 

0.3–0.923 0.0713–0.336 0.169–12.1 – 1.95–60.8 0.181–1.87 

G32 Chen et al. [92] Natural clayey sand and 
cracked granite gravel 
mixture 

8 7.25 × 10− 6- 
1.41 × 10− 2 

CH corrected to 
20 ◦C 

0.235–0.449 0.027–0.321 0.513–7.99 2.55–2.91 23.6–88 0.178–7.44 

G33 Cetin et al. [93]  Unbound granular base 
materials 

8 1.43 × 10− 7- 
2.76 × 10− 5 

CH: rigid wall 
permeameter (ASTM 
D2434) 

– 0.111–0.277 0.109–0.155 3.04–6.95 2.81–3.04 50.2–87.2 0.321–3.03 

G34 Rosas et al. [94](f) River sand; Offshore sand; 
Offshore sands-shallow 
marine mixed siliciclastic 
and carbonates; Dune sands; 
Beach sands 

431 1.23 × 10− 8- 
9.89 × 10− 6 

CH corrected to 
25 ◦C 

0.235–0.938 0.0535–0.832 0.0827–3.13 – 1.31–18.3 0.532–2.57 

G35 Jaafar & Likos  
[95] 

Sand 1 1.54 × 10− 5 – – 0.695 0.16 0.2 – 1.32 0.932 

G36 Cai et al. [96](g) Sandy sediments 14 5.13 × 10− 7- 
1.61 × 10− 5 

CH – 0.266–0.507 0.06–0.173 0.0975–0.332 2.65 1.7–2.81 0.876–1.22 

G37 Liu [97] Ottawa sand 45 6.97 × 10− 7- 
3.99 × 10− 5 

CH (ASTM D2434); 
FH in triaxial 
apparatus 

corrected to 
20 ◦C 

0.474–0.648 0.229 0.382 2.65 1.8 1.13 

G38 Qiu & Wang [98] Sandstone-Mudstone 
mixture 

19 3.93 × 10− 6- 
5.72 × 10− 5 

CH corrected to 
20 ◦C 

0.377–0.534 0.178 3.05 2.68–2.71 26.4 1.03 

G39 Nemes et al. [99] Sand 4 4.09 × 10− 6- 
5.53 × 10− 5 

– – 0.429–0.786 0.109–0.263 0.165–0.356 – 1.44–2.49 0.906–1.12 

G40 Cabalar & 
Akbulut [100] 

Narli sand; Crushed stone 
sand 

32 1.02 × 10− 5- 
2.51 × 10− 3 

CH 20 ± 2 ◦C 0.52–1.02 0.0977–2.29 0.188–3.39 2.65–2.68 1.2–4.22 0.701–1.4 

G41 Yang et al. [11] River sand 9 9.64 × 10− 7- 
3.26 × 10− 5 

CH corrected to 
20 ◦C 

0.525–0.572 0.116–0.709 0.453–1.92 2.672 3.28–11.8 0.659–1.67 

G42 Wang et al. [101] Calcareous soil 20 1.01 × 10− 7- 
2.43 × 10− 6 

CH corrected to 
20 ◦C 

0.725–1.13 0.0252–0.143 0.214–0.448 2.78–2.8 3.3–10 1.07–3.21 

G43 Feng [102] Crushed basalt and gritstone 
mixure 

30 4.29 × 10− 4- 
5.74 × 10− 2 

CH (BSI 
1377–5:1990) 

corrected to 
20 ◦C 

0.535–0.852 0.721–5.82 2.2–10.5 2.72 1.93–6.94 0.696–3.21 

G44 Mneina et al.  
[103] 

Dense graded unbound 
granular material 

8 1.23 × 10− 10- 
2.17 × 10− 7 

CH: rigid-wall, 
compaction-mould 
permeameter (ASTM 
D5856) 

corrected to 
20 ◦C 

0.111–0.29 0.06–0.604 2.82–8.74 – 12.8–77.9 0.834–3.69 

(continued on next page) 
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hydraulic radius model was adjusted to conform the theoretical 
requirement of 2, the adjusted model to a fixed exponent on SA of 2 using 
CG/KSAT/7/1278 gives: 

K = 1.78 × 10− 2e2.459/SA
2 (9) 

Eq. (9) gives 84.51% of the predictions within 0.1 to 10 times of the 
measured K, with 53.29% over prediction and 46.71% under prediction, 
which generally gives same level of prediction strength as the fitted 
hydraulic radius model with variable exponent (84.59% within 0.1 to 10 
times range, 56.34% overpredicted and 43.66% underpredicted). Fig. 2 
compares the predicted and measured K values from CG/KSAT/7/1278 
using both models and shows that the adjusted hydraulic radius model 
with a fixed exponent on SA of 2 gives sufficiently close predictions 
compared to the variable exponent model over the entire database CG/ 
KSAT/7/1278. Fig. 2 is presented as a measured versus predicted plot 
(see Piñeiro et al. [119]). 

Regression analysis (with outliers removed) 

The outlier identification analysis of the full database reveals that 
some high leverage and/or large standardized residual points could be 
substantially influential to the calibrated outcome of the examined 
prediction models. To mitigate the influence from the outliers, and to 
avoid unduly discarding the contradictory information of the examined 
model, only observations identified as outliers in at least 8 out of the 11 
fitted models were classified as ‘global outliers’ and hence removed from 
the studied database. In total, 22 out of 1278 (1.72%) datapoints were 
removed, regression analysis results based on the database with the 
identified global outliers removed are shown in Table 4. Eq. (6) is of a 
nonlinear form, for which R2 would be an inadequate statistical measure 
[120] and hence R2 was not used in the following model comparison 
analysis. Instead the following regression models were judged according 
to the following criteria: (i) the percentage of the data predicted by the 
transformation model falling within y = 0.1x and y = 10x; (ii) skewness 
of the predictions from the new transformation model i.e. a comparison 
of the percentage of points over or underpredicted by the model and (iii) 
that ideally the model would be dimensionless. 

Among all the models trialled, the ‘water content ratio’ model (Feng 
& Vardanega [26,27]: note e/SS as an equivalent substitute of w/wL for 
granular soil) provides most predictions within the 0.1 to 10 times 
bound (85.35%), albeit marginal improvement over the ‘hydraulic 
radius’ model (85.19%), while the predictions from the ‘hydraulic 
radius’ model are less biased. Statistically reliable predictions can be 
achieved by using the effective particle size D10 (i.e., the ‘Shepherd’ 
model) which often is an indicator of pore sizes [1,36,37], the inclusion 
of the e parameter may enhance the accuracy, however the improvement 
is modest (i.e. ‘Chapuis’ model). The prediction accuracy of the grading 
entropy models is improved with the inclusion of void ratio as suggested 
by O’Kelly & Nogal [12] (see also Feng et al. [34]), still the correlation is 
not as strong as the models based on other predictors for K. 

The model adequacy analysis (see Figures S12 to S22 in the sup-
plementary data) shows that compared to the other models, the residual 
distribution of the linear calibrated linear-correlating models (‘Hazen’, 
‘Taylor’, ‘Kozeny-Carman’) diverges more from the normal distribution, 
while the residual versus predicted value plots for the linear-correlating 
models (‘Hazen’, ‘Taylor’, ‘Kozeny-Carman’) again exhibit an anomaly 
‘funnel’ pattern suggesting possible need for data transformation. 

Results from the regression analysis and model adequacy examina-
tion based on both the full and the cleaned database (Tables 3 and 4) 
show that the ‘hydraulic radius’ model and the ‘water content ratio’ 
model (see Figs. 3 to 6) overall give the most accurate estimation of the K 
for the assembled granular database CG/KSAT/7/1278 in terms of 
prediction accuracy (percentage of prediction within 0.1x to 10x 
bounds) and prediction skewness (over/ under prediction). The ‘hy-
draulic radius’ model is dimensionally homogeneous, has high statistical Ta
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reliability (and model adequacy) and is thus favoured among all the K 
prediction models examined using this database. 

The constants (α and β) from Eq. (4) have been calibrated using a 
new database. Global outliers have been removed using the procedure 
outlined in this paper. The calibrated transformation model is: 

K = 1.693 × 10− 2e2.283

SA
2

(n = 1256) (α = 1.693 × 10− 2 and β = 2.283)
(10) 

Eq. (10) is dimensionally homogeneous and does not require a 
varying exponent on the e term and has no appreciable loss of prediction 
accuracy compared to the other empirical models studied (Table 1). In 
the next section potential influences on the α and β values are studied 
including: (i) the assumption of some permeant testing temperature 
values, (ii) void ratio level, (iii) soil gradation, (iv) permeability testing 
type and (v) influence of individual data sources. 

Analysis: Data subsets 

Known testing temperature 

Recalling that the assumption of a 20 ◦C test temperature was used to 
convert the k values from the original sources to K for 192 out of 1256 
data points used to generate the calibrated equations. The effect of this 
assumption is studied in this section. Fig. 7 gives the measured versus 
predicted plot using the ‘hydraulic radius’ model using only the data 
sources from the cleaned database with a reported test temperature. The 
coefficient and exponent of the fitted model do vary to some extent 
(compare Fig. 6 and Fig. 7), and the prediction accuracy enhanced 
marginally from 85.19% (with the 20 ◦C assumption) to 89.29% 
(without the 20 ◦C assumption). Table 5 shows a numerical comparison 
of the two equations from Figs. 6 and 7 which shows that the equation 
from Fig. 7 yields increasingly higher predictions as e increases (how-
ever, the factor increase is not considerable when e < 1 especially when 
placed in the context of the accuracy of the K testing in general). Fig. 8 
shows the spread of e-values across the database indicating that most of 
the data ranges from around 0.41 to 0.77 (i.e. approximately the mean 
plus or minus 1 standard deviation: Fig. 8). It is recognised that the 20 ◦C 
assumption for data sources without a reported test temperature does 
have some impact on the fitted model. However, the assumption of 20 ◦C 
test temperature was retained for the following study of various data-
base subsets to maximise the data available in analysis. 

Void ratio level 

To examine potential variation of the exponent on the void ratio 

function, the database was subdivided based on the void ratio range. 
Given that void ratio greater than 1 are rare for soils [53], it was decided 
to investigate soils above this void ratio threshold and then subdivide 
the range 0 to 1 equally (which gives n = 818 (subset ‘0.5 ≤ e < 1’) and 
n = 409 (subset ‘e < 0.5’)) and investigate the effect on the fitted re-
gressions of these subdivisions. The analysis result of the equations 
calibrated based on Eq. (4) for all data subsets are summarised in 
Table 6. The calibrated transformation model gives a statistically reli-
able prediction (p < 0.0001)2 for all data subsets, while the ‘0.5 ≤ e < 1’ 
subset yields the most predictions within the 0.1 to 10 times range 
(89.24%, n = 818). Minor variation of the calibrated equation can be 
seen across the subsets ‘e < 0.5’, ‘0.5 ≤ e < 1’ and ‘e < 1’(coefficient 
ranges from 2.098 × 10− 2 to 2.959 × 10− 2, exponent ranges from 2.585 
to 3.437). There is a considerable reduction in the exponent of the 
calibrated equation for the data subset ‘e ≥ 1’ comparing to all the 
subsets with a void ratio level less than 1 (from around 3 to − 13): the 
relatively small sample size of this subset should be noted. For further 
information on the best fit distributions for the key parameters of CG/ 
KSAT/7/1278 see (Feng [60] and Feng et al. [121]). 

Gradation parameters 

Informed by the unified soil classification system [122], the database 
was classified into ‘sand (D50 < 4.75 mm)’, ‘gravel (D50 > 4.75 mm)’, 
‘CU ≥ 6’, ‘CU < 6’, ‘1 ≤ CZ ≤ 3’ (the coefficient of curvature), ‘1 > CZ or 
CZ > 3’ subsets (noting that, 24 data points could not be categorized 
based on either CU or CZ due to the absence of D10 information). Table 7 
presents analysis results for all the data subsets. Statistically strong 
correlations can be seen for all subsets and the calibrated exponent 
fluctuates from 1.911 to 3.624. Better prediction of K can be achieved in 
the ‘sand’ data subset than the ‘gravel’ data subset, while the regression 
equation based on ‘CU < 6’ subset gives the most accurate prediction 
among all the sub-datasets with more than 90% of the predicted value 
within the 0.1 to 10 times range and nearly equally distributed along the 
line of equality. By comparing the analysis result of ‘CU < 6’ subset to the 
whole database, it can be inferred that the prediction strength of Eq. (4) 
can be noticeably enhanced with the exclusion of soils with wide- 
ranging particle size distributions (CU ≥ 6) (from 75.99% to 90.48% 
within 0.1x to 10x bounds). 

Test type 

The database CG/KSAT/7/1278 consists of data from different K test 

Fig. 1. Process for model adequacy evaluation.  

2 p is the p-value of the regression equation. 
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Table 3 
Summary of regression results based on the full database.  

Model Type n Calibrated model R2 Standard 
Error (SE) 

% between 
y ¼ 0.1x 
and 
y ¼ 10x 

% over- 
predicted 

% under- 
predicted 

Fig. Remarks 

Effective particle size 
Hazen  

[16–18] 
1254 K = 0.000325D10

2  0.32  0.0038 81.66%  67.22%  32.78% S1 Data points without available D10 

information are not included. Same for 
the below. 

Adjusted 
model 

1206 K = 0.000286D10
2  0.24  0.00066 Points excluded*: 34 ESR; 44 LLP.  

Shepherd  
[19] 

1254 K = 1.042× 10− 4D10
1.731  0.54  2.04 79.82%  53.27%  46.73% S2 Regression equation: 

lnK = − 9.169 + 1.731lnD10 

Adjusted 
model 

1129 K = 2.618× 10− 4D10
2.095  0.68  1.41 Points excluded*: 69 ESR; 68 LLP. Adjusted regression equation: 

lnK = − 8.248 + 2.095lnD10 

Chapuis [20] 1254 K = 6.037×

10− 4(
D10

2e3

1 + e
)
0.829  

0.58  1.94 81.9%  56.78%  43.22% S3 Regression equation: 

lnK = − 7.412 + 0.829ln(
D10

2e3

1 + e
)

Adjusted 
model 

1146 K = 1.106×

10− 3(
D10

2e3

1 + e
)
0.917  

0.69  1.42 Points excluded*: 66 ESR; 51 LLP. Adjusted regression equation: 

lnK = − 6.807 + 0.917ln(
D10

2e3

1 + e
)

Taylor [1] 1254 
K = 0.003089

D10
2e3

1 + e  
0.80  0.0021 80.46%  67.78%  32.22% S4  

Adjusted 
model 

1146 
K = 0.003503

D10
2e3

1 + e  
0.44  0.00057 Points excluded*: 43 ESR; 23 LLP.  

Specific surface/ specific surface area per volume 
Kozeny [21], 

Carman  
[22,23] 

1278 K =

0.0008696
(

1
SA

2

)(
e3

1 + e

)
0.33  0.0038 13.38%  4.225%  95.77% S5 The original regression equation is 

largely biased due to some high leverage 
points (see Figure S5). 

Adjusted 
model 

1259 K =

0.008085
(

1
SA

2

)(
e3

1 + e

)
0.09  0.00063 Points excluded*: 19 ESR; 2 LLP.  

Feng & 
Vardanega  
[26,27] 

1278 K = 3.772× 10− 9(e/SS)
1.814  0.64  1.97 84.27%  55.16%  44.84% S6 Regression equation: 

lnK = − 19.396 + 1.814ln(e/SS)

Adjusted 
model 

1160 K = 2.716× 10− 9(e/SS)
1.918  0.74  1.33 Points excluded*: 84 ESR; 52 LLP. Adjusted regression equation: 

lnK = − 19.724 + 1.918ln(e/SS) 
Hydraulic 

radius 
(variable 
exponent) 

1278 
K = 8.14× 10− 3 e2.407

SA
1.785  

0.64  1.96 84.59%  56.34%  43.66% S7 Regression equation: 
lnK = − 4.811 + 2.407lne − 1.785lnSA 

Adjusted 
model 

1148 
K = 1.42× 10− 2 e2.747

SA
1.860  

0.77  1.29 Points excluded*: 81 ESR; 60 LLP. Adjusted regression equation: 
lnK = − 4.252 + 2.747lne − 1.860lnSA 

Grading entropy 
Feng et al.  

[31] 
modified 

1276 K = 1.35×

10− 40S0
26.76ΔS− 2.701  

0.47  2.39 72.57%  46.16%  53.84% S8 Regression equation: 
lnK = − 91.80 − 2.701lnΔS + 26.76lnS0 

Adjusted 
model 

1184 K = 1.106×

10− 43S0
28.33ΔS− 3.051  

0.60  1.71 Points excluded*: 75 ESR; 28 LLP. Adjusted regression equation: 
lnK = − 98.91 − 3.051lnΔS + 28.33lnS0 

Feng et al.  
[34] 

1276 K = 9.822×

10− 6A− 0.253B− 0.739e1.788  
0.049  3.20 60.34%  54.7%  45.3% S9 Regression equation: 

lnK = − 11.531 − 0.253lnA − 0.739lnB +

1.788lne 
Adjusted 

model 
1170 K = 1.931×

10− 5A0.985B3.080e2.051  
0.085  2.35 Points excluded*:76 ESR; 33 LLP. Adjusted regression equation: 

lnK = − 10.855 + 0.985lnA +

3.080lnB + 2.051lne 
Feng et al.  

[34] 
modified 

1276 K = 1.276×

10− 44S0
30.27ΔS− 1.989e3.054  

0.56  2.18 76.96%  49.61%  50.39% S10 Regression equation: 
lnK = − 101.07 +

30.27lnS0 − 1.989lnΔS + 3.054lne 
Adjusted 

model 
1178 K = 1.453×

10− 44S0
30.489ΔS− 2.710e3.092  

0.68  1.53 Points excluded*: 72 ESR; 38 LLP. Adjusted regression equation: 
lnK = − 100.94 +

30.489lnS0 − 2.710lnΔS + 3.092lne 
Feng et al.  

[35] 
1276 K = 6.409×

10− 38S24.18e4.027  
0.33  2.69 67.24%  52.82%  47.18% S11 Regression equation: 

lnK = − 85.64 + 24.18lnS + 4.027lne 
Adjusted 

model 
1172 K = 4.598×

10− 37S23.685e4.237  
0.44  2.01 Points excluded*: 64 ESR; 57 LLP. Adjusted regression equation: 

lnK = − 83.67 + 23.685lnS + 4.237lne 
* ESR = extreme standardized residual; LLP = large leverage point; the extreme standardized residual and the large leverage point may overlap.  
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types. To examine the effect of the K test type, based on the adopted K 
test mechanism, the database was divided into ‘constant head test’, 
‘falling head test’ and ‘other test method’ sub datasets. Table 8 sum-
marises the analysis results for these three subsets. As can be seen from 
Table 8 some degree of variation does appear in the calibrated predic-
tion models, while models in the form of Eq. (4) for all sub datasets have 
p < 0.0001. 

Effect of individual data sources 

Six individual data sources were selected to study the effect of their 
removal on the α and β values from Eq. 4 and 10. The datasets selected 
were G34 (largest individual data source); G25 (second largest indi-
vidual data source); G26 (third largest individual data source); G53 

(fourth largest individual data source); G22 (individual data source with 
lower K values) and G43 (individual data source with higher K values). 
Table 9 shows the effects on the α and β values from removal of each of 
these individual data-subsets (see also Figures S36 to S41) compared 
with two examples from the earlier analysis i.e. removal of test data 
points with assumed test temperature and restriction of the database to 
0.5 ≤ e < 1. Table 9 shows that while removal of an individual data- 
source can change the α and β values by up to 20% (for the examples 
considered in this paper) the effect of restricting the data-set based on 
void ratio, gradation, test type can be shown to change the α and β values 
more in some cases (cf. Tables 6 to 8). The effects on the α and β values 
with the data sources removed where Gs was not specified are shown on 
Fig. S42 (i.e. α = 3.2285 × 10− 2 and β = 2.542). 

Fig. 2. Model comparison with variable exponent and fixed exponent on SA.  

Table 4 
Summary of regression result based on the full database with outliers removed.  

Model Type n Calibrated Model % between 
y ¼ 0.1x and 
y ¼ 10x 

% over- 
predicted 

% under- 
predicted 

Fig. Remarks 

Hazen [16–18] 1232 K = 0.0001519D10
2  82.06%  44.32%  55.68% S12 Data points without available D10 information are 

not included. Same for the below. 
Shepherd [19] 1232 K = 1.071× 10− 4D10

1.712  81.09%  55.52%  44.48% S13 Regression equation: 
lnK = − 9.142 + 1.712lnD10 

Chapuis [20] 1232 K = 5.786×

10− 4(
D10

2e3

1 + e
)
0.8146  

83.36%  57.95%  42.05% S14 Regression equation: 

lnK = − 7.455 + 0.8146
(

D10
2e3

1 + e

)

Taylor [1] 1232 
K = 0.002369

(
D10

2e3

1 + e

) 83.6%  61.61%  38.39% S15  

Kozeny [21], 
Carman  
[22,23] 

1256 
K = 0.05421

(
1

SA
2

)(
e3

1 + e

) 83.76%  63.3%  36.7% S16  

Feng & 
Vardanega  
[26,27] 

1256 K = 3.799× 10− 9(e/SS)
1.827  85.35%  57.32%  42.68% S17 Regression equation: 

lnK = − 19.388 + 1.827ln(
e
SS
)

Hydraulic radius 
(this study)* 

1256 
K = 1.693× 10− 2e2.283

SA
2  

85.19%  54.38%  45.62% S18  

Feng et al. [31] 
modified 

1254 K = 1.31×

10− 41S0
27.52ΔS− 2.552  

74.56%  49.12%  50.88% S19 Regression equation: 
lnK = − 94.14 + 27.52lnS0 − 2.552lnΔS 

Feng et al. [34] 1254 K = 8.219×

10− 6A− 0.2798B− 0.633e1.493  
62.2%  54.86%  45.14% S20 Regression equation: 

lnK = − 11.71 − 0.2798lnA − 0.633lnB + 1.493lne 
Feng et al. [34] 

modified 
1254 K = 7.15×

10− 45S0
30.42ΔS− 1.977e2.734  

78.47%  51.44%  48.56% S21 Regression equation: 
lnK = − 101.60 + 30.42lnS0 − 1.977lnΔS +

2.734lne 
Feng et al. [35] 1254 K = 1.372× 10− 37S23.88e3.654  68.66%  53.99%  46.01% S22 Regression equation: 

lnK = − 84.88 + 23.88lnS + 3.654lne  
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Fig. 3. K-measured (Km) versus K-predicted (Kp) using ‘water content ratio’ model based on the full database (data source numbering follows Table 2).  

Fig. 4. K-measured (Km) versus K-predicted (Kp) using ‘hydraulic radius’ model based on the full database (data source numbering follows Table 2).  
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Summary & Conclusions 

A new database (CG/KSAT/7/1278) has been assembled and con-
tains over 1200 saturated k measurements on granular materials. The 
database has been used to calibrate various models for K. A trans-
formation model for granular soil K (based on Eq.4) has been proposed 
and calibrated using the database with outliers removed based on a 
detailed statistical analysis: 

K = 1.693 × 10− 2e2.283

SA
2 (10bis) 

Eq. (10) is dimensionally homogeneous and does not require a 
varying exponent on the e term and has no appreciable loss of prediction 
accuracy compared to the other empirical models studied (Table 1). 
Compared to the Ren & Santamarina [56] approach (Eq.8), the simpli-
fied hydraulic radius model (Eq.4) does not require the specific gravity 

Fig. 5. K-measured (Km) versus K-predicted (Kp) using ‘water content ratio’ model based on the cleaned database (data source numbering follows Table 2).  

Fig. 6. K-measured (Km) versus K-predicted (Kp) using ‘hydraulic radius’ model based on the cleaned database (data source numbering follows Table 2).  
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Fig. 7. K-measured (Km) versus K-predicted (Kp) using ‘hydraulic radius’ model based on data sources from the cleaned database with a reported test temperature 
(data source numbering follows Table 2). 

Table 5 
Comparison of fitted equations from Figs. 6 and 7.  

e K(SA
2) –  

Fig. 6 
K(SA

2) –  
Fig. 7 

Approximate factor increase from Fig. 6 
equation to the Fig. 7 equation  

0.25  0.000715  0.00035  0.49  
0.5  0.003479  0.003066  0.88  
0.75  0.008779  0.01091  1.24  
1.0  0.01693  0.02684  1.59  
1.25  0.02818  0.05397  1.92  

Fig. 8. Distribution of void ratio values from CG/KSAT/7/1278.  

Table 6 
Analysis results for data subsets divided by void ratio level (all regression results 
p < 0.0001).  

Subset n Calibrated Model % within 0.1x to 10x 
bounds 

Figure 

e < 0.5 409 K = 2.610×

10− 2e2.698SA
− 2  

78.97% S23 

0.5 ≤ e < 1 818 K = 2.959×

10− 2e3.437SA
− 2  

89.24% S24 

e < 1 1224 K = 2.098×

10− 2e2.585SA
− 2  

86.03% S25 

e ≥ 1 32 K = 8.024×

10− 2e− 12.67SA
− 2  

68.75% S26  

Table 7 
Analysis results for data subsets divided by gradation parameter range (all 
regression results p < 0.0001).  

Subset n Calibrated Model % within 0.1x to 
10x bounds 

Figure 

sand 1137 K = 1.384×

10− 2e1.911SA
− 2  

86.9% S27 

gravel 119 K = 3.588×

10− 2e3.225SA
− 2  

70.59% S28 

CU ≥ 6 329 K = 9.028×

10− 2e3.624SA
− 2  

75.99% S29 

CU < 6 903 K = 1.342×

10− 2e2.139SA
− 2  

90.48% S30 

1 ≤ CZ ≤ 3 565 K = 1.607×

10− 2e2.065SA
− 2  

84.25% S31 

1 > CZ or 
CZ > 3 

667 K = 2.369×

10− 2e2.832SA
− 2  

88.46% S32  
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(GS) or the soil specific exponent on the e term, which would be difficult 
to determine a-priori without soil specific test data. Increased prediction 
accuracy potentially may be achieved using a calibrated form of Eq. (8) 
but knowledge of additional parameters would be needed. 

In contrast to e, the pore size indicators (e.g., D10, RH, SA) exhibit 
strong predictive strength for K in granular soils. However, for single test 
data series, e is crucial to the K variation. These findings are based on the 
available data from the studied database. However, due to the relatively 
large number of data sources (53 in total), some of the scatter shown 
may be from the inconsistency in the test methods and the inherent 
variability of the data from different sources as well as the need to as-
sume the test temperature for some of the data records. 
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